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Public Affairs Quarterly 
Volume 12, Number 4, October 1998 

TOLERATION AND RESPECT 

Monique Deveaux 

I. Introduction 

liberalism, as is well known, grew out of arguments for 
religious toleration in the wake of the sixteenth and seventeenth 

century wars of religion. Liberal thinkers argued that state toleration 
was both a rational and prudential response to religious diversity, the 
most volatile and politically significant (though of course not the only) 
form of social difference in Europe in those centuries. The Reformation 
and wars of religion ensured that religious conflict and its implications 
for state sovereignty and stability was uppermost in the minds of early 
modern and modern liberal thinkers. Toleration was widely credited as a 
key aspect of enlightened strategies for dealing with religious strife. 
Few would contest the idea today that toleration, along with liberty and 
political equality, remains a key principle of liberalism.1 Indeed, Judith 
Shklar went so far as to rank toleration as the highest liberal virtue.2 Not 
only is toleration central to liberal theory and practice, but it is typically 
thought to define the very essence of the liberal disposition. 

The single biggest difference between early liberal accounts of tol- 
eration and contemporary liberal discussions is that toleration is no longer 
held to apply solely or even mainly to instances of religious diversity. 
In the past half century, new axes of social difference have come to the 
fore in liberal democratic states, and these are now commonly the sub- 
ject of appeals to tolerance. Dramatic immigration shifts, geopolitical 
changes, economic globalization, the increased permeability of state 
borders, the gradual decline in importance of organized religion (espe- 
cially in Western Europe), the advent of mass media, and the proliferation 
of social movements, have all contributed to the development of demo- 
cratic societies in which religious diversity is now just one of many 
salient social differences among citizens. Once seen as a strategy for 
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408 PUBLIC AFFAIRS QUARTERLY 

mediating religious conflicts alone, toleration has gradually been ex- 
tended as a possible solution for other kinds of social conflicts. 
Consequently, it is well worth asking what role, if any, the principle and 
practice of toleration should play in democratic responses to the justice 
claims of national and ethnic minorities in liberal states. 

This article asks whether toleration can, and should, be stretched to 
address contemporary dilemmas of cultural difference that are preva- 
lent in socially plural, democratic states. In addressing this problem, I 
employ the following criteria: What forms of diversity can these differ- 
ent notions of toleration accommodate? Can either weak or strong 
toleration - and the practices they foster - help to secure substantial re- 
spect for cultural (ethnic, religious, and linguistic) minority groups? And 
can the principle of toleration ground positive measures to support the 
flourishing of distinct cultural communities, such as laws for the pro- 
tection of minority languages and special mechanisms for the political 
representation of cultural minorities? 

Whether toleration is deemed a useful response or an aspect of an 
adequate response to contemporary claims for cultural recognition will 
depend in part on the conception or conceptions of toleration under con- 
sideration. I examine examples both of weak and strong variants of 
toleration. As the terms suggest, weak toleration implies merely nega- 
tive tolerance, such as freedom from religious persecution and racial 
discrimination. Strong toleration refers to positive measures that assist 
or support specific practices or ways of life in question. Locke's de- 
fense of toleration, which I address in section II, provides a good 
illustration of weak toleration. A more recent analogue to Locke's dis- 
cussion which does appeal to principles is John Rawls' conception of 
toleration, which I take up in section III. In section IV, I turn my atten- 
tion to Mill's argument for tolerance, which appeals primarily to the 
importance of individual diversity and liberty to human flourishing. 
Mill's "comprehensive" liberalism in some ways lays the groundwork 
for contemporary liberal perfectionist defenses of toleration, such as that 
of Joseph Raz, the subject of section V. Raz's view presents an example 
of an argument for strong tolerance, with perfectionist overtones: not 
only does he appeal to the value of the autonomous life, but he claims 
that valuing the liberal good of autonomy obliges the state to ensure the 
availability of diverse, worthwhile options from which agents may 
choose. In section VI, I develop my critique of both weak and strong 
toleration by juxtaposing the principles of toleration and respect, and 
offer arguments for why respect is the more important principle for re- 
sponding to dilemmas of cultural difference in plural, democratic states. 
However, respecting persons solely as individual, rational agents is different 
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TOLERATION AND RESPECT 409 

from respecting persons partly in virtue of their social identities, at- 
tachments, and membership in a cultural group. It is this latter form of 
respect which figures in claims for cultural recognition, and toleration 
can neither supply nor stand in for it. In section VII, I summarize my 
criticisms of toleration and suggest what an appropriate role for this 
principle might be in culturally plural, democratic states. 

II. Groundwork: Lockean Toleration 

Toleration, both historically and today, refers to the principle and 
practice of non-interference. A person or institution exercises tolerance 
by refraining from interfering with, and/or by extending a kind of per- 
mission to, practices or beliefs with which they disagree.3 Tolerance is 
not to be confused with indifference to a particular custom or belief. 
Nor is toleration mere powerlessness in the face of moral disagreement 
or indeed moral indignation: since toleration follows from a conscious 
choice to tolerate as opposed to suppressing x, it must be within the 
power of those who tolerate to quash or at least to hinder x. We do not 
necessarily have to be in a position to exercise coercive power in order 
to be capable of tolerance, however; even publicly denouncing or lob- 
bying against a custom or belief with which we disagree in such a way 
as to damage the dignity or standing of the offending group or to pre- 
cipitate restrictions on a practice could count as intolerance. Nonetheless, 
the most typical instance of tolerance is one in which the state possesses 
the coercive power to prevent or suppress objectionable views and acts, 
but refrains from imposing legal restrictions, sanctions, or other obstructions. 

These three background conditions for the exercise of toleration - 
the presence of clashing moral, religious, or social beliefs and practices; 
strong disapproval; and the power to hinder practices - were well un- 
derstood by Enlightenment thinkers. These factors are also reflected in 
the two main kinds of justifications they offered for toleration, namely, 
rational and prudential reasons. Rational and epistemological arguments 
for tolerance typically suggest that since we cannot know for sure whether 
or not certain ideas will turn out to be true or false, it is rational and 
prudent to tolerate a range of different beliefs and views. The epistemo- 
logical benefits of tolerance (in both a falsifying and verificationist 
sense) are also often stressed in accounts by early liberals, who thought 
that the free circulation of clashing beliefs and worldviews was more 
likely to produce accurate explanations of phenomena - and truth - than 
the systematic suppression of opinions. 

This skeptical line of reasoning is central to Locke's argument for 
tolerance. Locke considered our judgment to be fallible, and argued that 
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it is rational to tolerate opposing views as these might better help us to 
uncover truth; only "Light and Evidence . . . can work a change in mens 
Opinions."4 The skeptical-rational argument in favor of tolerance is later 
developed by Mill in his argument for tolerance in On Liberty, in which 
he asserts that when opinions are suppressed, we forfeit the clarifying 
benefits that false hypotheses and the process of falsification can bring 
us.5 Locke appeals to another aspect of rationality in justifying tolera- 
tion: that it is irrational to try to persecute people for holding particular 
religious views, since it is virtually impossible to change the minds of 
people in matters of conscience. This is so not only because we consider 
our religious beliefs to be true, but because we view them as the basis 
for our own personal salvation after death. It is in the nature of religious 
belief that it cannot be compelled by force.6 The tenacity of private 
faith - in particular among the Dissenters, who so impressed Locke - 
thus reflects the fact that these views represent the "inward persuasion 
of the Mind." Locke's suggestion that beliefs which emanate from a sense 
of inner judgment simply cannot be compelled by law or force7 is an 
opinion echoed by Voltaire in the next century.8 

Locke's argument also invokes aspects of a prudential and pragmatic 
justification of tolerance. Prudence, on his view, suggests that states have 
an interest in maintaining civil peace, not least because of the high costs 
of suppressing rather than tolerating social differences. Intolerance, not 
false beliefs, is the main cause of war and dissolution and the greatest 
threat to civil and political progress.9 Locke is doubtless the most promi- 
nent early modern defender of toleration who combined arguments from 
rationality with prudential justifications of tolerance, but he was by no 
means the only one. Less than a century later, Voltaire condemned intol- 
erance as irrational, part and parcel of superstition and bigotry, and a 
major cause of war: "Yet of all superstitions is not the most dangerous 
that which demands we hate our neighbour on account of his opinion?"10 

Appeals to general liberal principles are associated much more with 
nineteenth and twentieth century arguments for toleration than with the 
polemics of earlier advocates of tolerance. To the extent that "principled" 
justifications were provided by earlier thinkers, it was in connection 
with a specific ideal of liberty - that is, religious liberty and liberty of 
conscience - and the emerging doctrine of the rights of man. This his- 
torical context suggests that early modern and Enlightenment arguments, 
insofar as they invoke mainly rational and prudential - rather than prin- 
cipled - reasons for tolerance, cannot take us very far in meeting 
contemporary claims for cultural recognition and respect. Locke's thesis 
might persuade us to tolerate certain expressions of religious diversity 
and to adopt a skeptical stance towards different ethical views (though 
Locke's own position is not one of moral, but rather epistemological, 
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skepticism). However, the rational and prudential justifications he of- 
fers for toleration cannot - nor should they be expected to - provide 
arguments for protecting the goods of cultural identity and cultural mem- 
bership, nor for introducing positive measures to ensure the survival of 
distinct but vulnerable cultural communities. 

There are other features of early liberal accounts of toleration that 
render them unsuitable for addressing contemporary struggles for cul- 
tural recognition. Most obviously, these conceptions of toleration were 
highly limited in their scope of application. Locke and Voltaire reassure 
their readers that they do not expect states or citizens to extend toler- 
ance to all groups: Catholics and atheists, in Locke's view, were not to 
be tolerated, and Voltaire hastens to assure us that he does not suggest 
that non-Catholics "should share in the places and honours available to 
those who are of the prevailing religion."11 Nor do early conceptions of 
toleration assign any particular value to social differences: religious dif- 
ferences are viewed merely as regrettable, a source of conflict that states 
must attempt to contain. Religious minorities deserved to be protected 
by state policies of toleration, so early modern thinkers argued, but very 
possibly on terms that reflected their powerlessness and marginalization. 
Understandably, then, early liberals do not suggest how we might inte- 
grate and fully include different social and cultural groups in public life 
in equitable and just ways. 

The sources of diversity and the kinds of claims made by cultural 
minority groups today are clearly not reducible to the paradigm of reli- 
gious tolerance presupposed by early modern accounts of toleration. Both 
conceptually and practically, the negative rights that weak toleration 
seeks to secure do not capture the substance of many claims by cultural 
minorities, who demand full inclusion in democratic institutions and 
processes, and the right to shape the political culture of their societies. 
Weak toleration is perhaps best suited to the contexts of non-democratic 
states, where discrimination and persecution on religious and ethnic 
grounds is still much in evidence. While calls for civil peace and reli- 
gious toleration still persist in democratic states - we have only to look 
at Northern Ireland for an example of this - demands for social inclu- 
sion and political recognition are much more characteristic of 
contemporary, culturally plural liberal polities. Although we might con- 
sider demands for anti-discrimination laws as a contemporary analogue 
to earlier pleas for tolerance, today's demands by citizens of cultural 
minorities for respect and inclusion are best understood as transcending 
demands for religious liberty and freedom of conscience. 

Locke's argument for toleration, based as it is on appeals to prudence 
and rationality, seems if not to preclude, at least to bracket normative 
evaluations and specifically affirmations of social diversity. As Bikhu 
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Parekh notes in connection with Locke's and Mill's thought, the objects 
of toleration as construed by these thinkers have moral claims to the 
"protection of their rights and interests, but not to the inviolability of 
let alone a basic respect for their ways of life."12 This goes some dis- 
tance in explaining why prudential and rational justifications of toleration 
have gradually receded and given way to more principled arguments.13 

Lockean weak toleration thus does not fare well on any of the criteria 
for an adequate response to demands for cultural recognition: it does 
not foster democratic inclusion of a wide range of cultural minority 
groups; it cannot inculcate practices of mutual respect between differ- 
ent cultural communities (though it does not necessarily preclude these); 
and it cannot supply arguments for the introduction of positive protec- 
tions and assistance for cultural communities in democratic states. Where 
negative or weak toleration is justified by appeals to rationality or to 
prudence, the aim is to prevent persecution and to secure civil peace 
and some form of basic political rights. Locke's conception of tolera- 
tion neither attempts nor purports to accommodate a wide range of 
socially and culturally diverse groups; nor does it welcome diversity, 
even in Mill's later utilitarian sense. 

The evident and unsurprising unsuitability of Locke's and other early 
accounts of toleration to contemporary dilemmas of diversity has led 
some contemporary political philosophers to rethink their views of tol- 
erance. As we shall see, today's liberals more typically combine notions 
of tolerance and neutrality in proposing principles of justice for cultur- 
ally plural societies. Others appeal to the role of state toleration in 
securing the conditions for personal autonomy. On the whole, recent lib- 
eral thinkers do not want to dispense with toleration so much as reform 
it: Susan Mendus, for example, suggests that since weak, or legal, tol- 
eration alone may not be enough to guarantee social integration and 
accommodation, we should conceive of toleration not merely as nega- 
tive in character, but also require "a positive welcoming of difference."14 
In response to this quandary of tolerance, some thinkers today tend either to 
argue for the rehabilitation of weak tolerance - married to a conception of 
neutrality - or, following Mill, to argue for a stronger conception of toler- 
ance on the basis of comprehensive or liberal perfectionist premises. I now 
turn my attention to examining the merits of the former strategy. 

Ill: Political Liberalism and Weak Toleration 

Locke's view of toleration as a set of negative restrictions, or "for- 
bearance" on the part of the state or "Magistrate," is echoed to a certain 
degree in the work of contemporary political or neutral liberals.15 Political 
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liberals conceive of toleration in terms of freedom from state perfec- 
tionism - i.e., freedom from the state's imposition of a particular ideal 
of the good and state interference in the private lives of citizens. How- 
ever, where Locke appealed to the rationality and prudence of toleration, 
political liberals are more apt to link tolerance to liberal principles of 
justice, equal concern, and respect. In a broad sense, neutral or political 
liberals' endorsement of the principle of toleration reflects their recog- 
nition of the diversity of citizens' values and beliefs in liberal polities, 
and of the need to accord basic respect to different conceptions of the 
good. Political liberals, notably John Rawls, believe that a conception 
of justice for socially plural societies should reflect only widely accept- 
able political norms, rather than comprehensive moral ideals.16 To this 
end, Rawls in his recent work elaborates a constructivist conception of 
political justice which he claims is based on practical reason and obser- 
vations about the actual political intuitions of citizens in liberal states. 
This political conception of justice is the "focus of an overlapping con- 
sensus" among reasonable citizens of democratic polities, which refers 
to their tacit agreement to a particular conception of "justice as fair- 
ness," and to the norm of neutrality.17 

Rawlsian toleration follows from the terms of political liberalism, 
which prevent the state from favoring any particular conception of the 
good or comprehensive moral doctrine. Toleration of a variety of com- 
prehensive views is required by public reason and justice as fairness 
generally, in part because the basic structure of social and political life 
must not reflect a particular (and necessarily partial) conception of the 
good. Consequently, toleration plays a pivotal role in Rawls' account of 
justice: political liberalism "expresses [citizens'] shared and public po- 
litical reason. But to attain such a shared reason, the conception of justice 
should be, as far as possible, independent of the opposing and conflict- 
ing philosophical doctrines that citizens affirm. In formulating such a 
conception, political liberalism applies the principle of toleration to 
philosophy itself "18 State intolerance towards a particular (reasonable) 
doctrine would indicate that the state illegitimately favors a compre- 
hensive ideal of the good in its institutions and procedures. Nor is the 
adoption of a particular moral ideal by the state justifiable from the stand- 
point of public reason. Rawls thus views toleration and the closely related 
principle of political neutrality as essential features of justice as fairness. 

The notion of a merely political liberalism is meant to ensure that the 
state accords maximum tolerance to citizens' moral or comprehensive 
views in the private and social realms, consistent with adherence to prin- 
ciples of justice. So long as citizens' beliefs and ways of life do not 
jeopardize other basic liberties required by justice as fairness, they should 
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be tolerated. Rawls' view affirms Mill's belief that people must be free 
to form and pursue their own conception of the good and to hold what- 
ever private beliefs they so desire. In this way, Rawls' neutral or political 
liberal argument for tolerance claims to be able to tolerate a greater 
range of social and cultural differences than comprehensive versions of 
liberalism, which endorse a particular conception of human flourishing. 
Since Rawls' theory does not appeal to a particular comprehensive moral 
view, he is confident that it affords the maximum toleration of diverse 
conceptions of the good permissible within a stable and just liberal state.19 
In addition to claiming that political liberalism accommodates a greater 
range of social diversity than comprehensive liberalism can allow, Rawls 
suggests that it helps to foster mutual respect amongst citizens. More 
generally, Rawls understands toleration to be deeply bound up with equal- 
ity and social justice.20 These features place Rawls' account of toleration 
somewhere ahead of those of Locke and Voltaire, neither of whom sug- 
gests that toleration should inculcate respect, much less reflects upon 
the social conditions that make tolerance necessary. 

Despite his good intentions, there are reasons to doubt that Rawls' 
account of toleration provides a sufficient basis for justifying positive 
recognition and respect for cultural minorities. Because he cannot in- 
voke morally comprehensive beliefs to justify toleration, Rawls must 
instead appeal to some combination of principles of justice and public 
reason. He cannot, say, point to the importance of toleration in support- 
ing individual autonomy, since to do so is to invoke a non-political 
norm.21 This introduces tangible restrictions on the scope and kind of 
differences that Rawls' view can accommodate: in particular, our pub- 
lic, political beliefs and proposals are constrained by the "burdens of 
judgment" and the terms and procedures of neutral liberal political de- 
liberation.22 Rawls expects his notions of reasonableness, fair terms of 
social cooperation, the "burdens of judgment," and the requirement of 
neutral public reason to help set the limits of tolerance.23 These restric- 
tive features of a "well-ordered society" both make possible practices 
of toleration in a general sense (by aiding in the construction of a politi- 
cal culture bound by principles of public reason), and help to determine 
what will qualify as reasonable, and tolerable, comprehensive doctrines. 

Besides failing to secure the robust form of respect required by a 
commitment to cultural pluralism, Rawls' conception of justice as fairness 
and his account of toleration may also pose tangible obstacles to the 
positive recognition of cultural minorities. In particular, Rawls' notion 
of public reason requires and assumes that "reasonable" citizens accept 
a basic division between their private, particular moral views and ar- 
rangements, and public or political norms, principles, and procedures. 
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Only non-controversial, truly public norms may inform the basic insti- 
tutions of the liberal state (or "constitutional essentials"). Morally 
comprehensive views, while not officially excluded from political de- 
bate, do not meet the test of neutral, public reason, and so are unlikely 
to be politically persuasive.24 Citizens and their representatives are thus 
discouraged from arguing from their own partial perspectives in public 
life, and political institutions are to be structured according to "the guide- 
lines and procedures of public reason."25 In debating and voting on 
matters of constitutional essentials, we are to refrain from making po- 
litical claims that appeal to the beliefs, identities, or ways of life of our 
social and cultural communities. For political liberals like Rawls, then, 
the limits of toleration coincide with the limits of public reason; as Parekh 
suggests, "[Rawls'] reasonable pluralism is pluralism within the limits 
of liberalism, and excludes a wide variety of ways of life while claim- 
ing to be neutral."26 Ethnic and religious minority groups whose political 
views are intertwined with their moral and religious beliefs may conse- 
quently be excluded from this model of neutral liberal politics, for they may 
not agree to follow the norms of neutral public reason required by Rawls. 
Even Rawlsian toleration could not counter the effect of highly constrained 
political deliberation on the political participation of cultural minority groups. 

Rawls' notion of tolerance is limited in a further way: since justice as 
fairness cannot invoke comprehensive norms or goods, Rawls cannot 
appeal to the value of cultural identity and cultural membership in order 
to justify instances of "strong toleration," such as the introduction of 
collective cultural rights and other arrangements.27 Without an account 
of why cultural identity and membership may be valuable to citizens, 
and so worth protecting, it is difficult to see how Rawls' political con- 
ception of justice could permit (let alone require) positive protections 
for the survival and flourishing of cultural minorities. Just as Locke 
appeals to rationality and prudence to show why we should tolerate certain 
religious dissidents, Rawls invokes both practical and rational-theoretical 
reasons to justify toleration: he argues both that citizens of contempo- 
rary liberal democracies show actual regard for justice as fairness (in 
which toleration figures prominently), and that the "burdens of judg- 
ment" and terms of a well-ordered society make state toleration a 
reasonable and rational strategy for dealing with citizens' diverse interests 
and beliefs. Like Locke, Rawls relies upon a negative or weak concep- 
tion of toleration; his notion of "reasonable pluralism" simply confirms 
the fact of diverse conceptions of the good, but makes no comment as to 
its desirability, quite possibly because he thinks affirming the value of 
social and cultural differences would take his theory too far in the di- 
rection of comprehensive liberalism. 
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Rawls' failure to concede the value of social diversity is reinforced 
by his tendency to view citizens' salient differences as individual in 
character rather than social, or group-based.28 Although in Political Lib- 
eralism Rawls speaks more directly to the issue of our social differences 
than in his earlier work, even here he emphasizes the importance of citi- 
zens' individual, and in some sense voluntary, differences - namely, their 
diverse and at least partially personal conceptions of the good. This may 
make it easier for Rawls to assume that rational and reasonable citizens 
will agree to bracket their moral comprehensive views from debates on 
constitutional essentials: it is easier to stand back from one's individual 
preferences, beliefs, and/or account of the good than it is to stand back 
from an entire cultural context of social mores and norms. 

Weak toleration, as propounded by both Locke and Rawls, thus can- 
not ground strategies for the democratic inclusion of cultural minorities 
as required by a robust commitment to cultural pluralism. Nor does weak 
toleration succeed in securing adequate respect for cultural minorities: 
Rawls' theory is concerned to inculcate mutual respect amongst citizens 
strictly as citizens, in abstraction from their specific identities and member- 
ships. While this basic respect amongst citizens is essential, it cannot replace 
the more substantive respect and recognition that some social groups de- 
mand for their distinct group identities and memberships. To meet demands 
for group-based forms of respect and recognition, Rawls would need to amend 
his theory so as to concede the importance of citizens' cultural identities and 
memberships both to human flourishing and to political life. 

IV: Mill's Argument for Tolerance 

Contemporary "comprehensive" and perfectionist liberalisms, unlike 
merely political conceptions of justice - such as that of Rawls - appeal 
to moral worldviews and beliefs to defend liberal political principles 
and arrangements. Some of the accounts of morality and conceptions of 
the good embraced by contemporary comprehensive liberals and liberal 
perfectionists derive from the thought of John Stuart Mill.29 Mill's argu- 
ment for toleration is decidedly "comprehensive" (in the sense employed 
by Rawls) in that it entails an appeal to a comprehensive moral theory, 
within which the specific good of a self-directed life plays a prominent 
part. Nonetheless, Mill does not rule out rational and epistemological 
reasons for toleration. Indeed, he begins his defense of toleration by 
reaffirming reasons offered by earlier proponents: like Locke and 
Voltaire, he praises the falsifying and clarifying benefits of "false opin- 
ions" and hypotheses, and the ways in which these lead us to revise our 
opinions and rectify our mistakes.30 Mill's concern that we not reject 
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ideas that might well be correct led him to assert that "Heretical opin- 
ions . . . are generally some of these suppressed and neglected truths."31 
Here his position is underscored by the view that truth often lies some- 
where in between two conflicting, extreme doctrines. 

Above all, of course, Mill was concerned to defend toleration be- 
cause of his fear that the state might "dwarf men's individuality and 
diversity, and so their liberty. Mill's view that individual freedom (which 
he defines as "pursuing our own good in our own way") is secured by 
toleration is the aspect of his thought most readily incorporated by con- 
temporary comprehensive liberals and liberal perfectionists. Also echoed 
today is Mill's notion of the revisability of beliefs, or the idea that we 
are able to reflect upon and alter our options and rectify our mistakes so 
long as knowledge and diverse opinions circulate freely.32 It is precisely 
this thesis connecting diversity of thought, opinion and character to per- 
sonal liberty and the revisability of ends that undergirds some recent 
arguments for toleration of diversity and freedom of speech. 

Unlike either Locke or Rawls, Mill offers reasons - instrumental, utili- 
tarian reasons - for valuing social diversity, as opposed to merely 
tolerating and accommodating differences. Not only is the presence of 
diverse opinions and beliefs linked to discovery of truth, but it crucially 
contributes to the "development of ... individuality," which Mill in 
turn links to intellectual and social progress.33 Mill follows Humboldt 
in citing "freedom and variety of situations" as key requirements of hu- 
man development and flourishing; he laments that "the second of these 
two conditions is in this country every day diminishing."34 Mill's under- 
standing and appreciation of diversity is however highly individualistic, 
as befits some of his philosophical leanings; his interest is in develop- 
ing and preserving the uniqueness of individual character and thought, 
not group differences or collective identities. Despite his inattention to 
these latter differences and his inability to supply all or even many of 
what we might now consider the most important reasons for valuing group 
differences, Mill's argument signaled an important turning point in dis- 
cussions of toleration. In particular, Mill was one of the first modern 
thinkers to suggest that toleration is essential not simply to civil order 
and liberty, but equally, to individuality and human flourishing. His ar- 
guments for toleration and individual diversity also show that appeals 
to comprehensive views of the good need not be synonymous with a 
political commitment to social homogeneity or ethical monism (as on 
some communitarian views). Contemporary comprehensive liberals fol- 
low Mill in viewing diversity and value pluralism as important not in 
spite of but rather precisely because of their perfectionist commitments, 
especially to the value of personal autonomy. 
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V: Raz's Comprehensive Liberal Defense of Toleration 

Joseph Raz's comprehensive liberalism centers on the liberal perfec- 
tionist ideal of the flourishing, self-directed moral agent who makes 
valuable life choices. This norm, which invokes aspects of both Mill's 
and Kant's moral theories, depends in large part upon agents' capacities 
for independence and the availability of conditions that help sustain 
autonomy.35 Among these conditions is the availability of a range of 
worthwhile options from which agents may choose, thereby facilitating 
the exercise of judgment and personal autonomy. Raz's ideal of the self- 
directed agent thus provides the basis for his defense of "strong 
toleration," or toleration that entails positive state duties rather than the 
merely negative duty to refrain from hindering a belief or practice. His 
view is developed in several parts. First, Raz suggests that personal au- 
tonomy is an important feature of a flourishing life. While personal 
autonomy need not be directed towards worthwhile choices to count as 
autonomy, valuable expressions of autonomy must be so directed. Yet in 
order to make valuable choices, we must have available diverse, worth- 
while options from which to choose (i.e., it is not enough to have a single 
valuable option available). Our options/choices are bound up with pub- 
lic goods, which in turn necessitates the state's involvement in supplying 
and managing these goods. Together, these thoughts inform Raz's sug- 
gestion that "autonomy . . . requires pluralism but not neutrality."36 To 
help secure the conditions necessary both for autonomy and for moral 
pluralism, the state is obliged not only to tolerate a range of different 
views, beliefs and preferences in plural societies, but to ensure the avail- 
ability of valuable options.37 

Where neutral and anti-perfectionist liberals normally appeal to os- 
tensibly neutral principles of justice and fairness to justify "weak" 
toleration, and combine this with an argument for state neutrality, lib- 
eral perfectionists like Raz interpret the liberal endorsement of (valuable 
forms of) autonomy and moral pluralism as implying a commitment to 
strong toleration.38 Recently, Raz has extended his perfectionist defense 
of autonomy and moral pluralism to argue for limited cultural group 
rights, and it is here that some of the difficulties in his conception and 
justification of toleration come to light. Raz's account of a flourishing 
life is far from uncontroversial; his view that "people prosper through a 
life of self-definition consisting of free choices among a plurality of 
incompatible but valuable activities, pursuits, and relationships . . . (and) 
forms of life" is decidedly liberal in tone, and could possibly lead to 
disadvantageous policies towards cultural groups.39 His further claim, 
that cultural membership is good because it enhances citizens' personal 
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autonomy, is equally problematic. Moreover, Raz states that his defense 
of multiculturalism "emphasizes the role of cultures as a precondition 
for, and a factor which gives shape and content to, individual freedom";40 
this is a big assumption, and one that may not be compatible with the 
idea of being embedded in a particular cultural community - especially 
a traditional religious one. 

Raz understands toleration as an important component of "liberal 
multiculturalism," which he takes to express a positive commitment to 
the preservation of cultural communities. On his view, a state should 
seek to secure the conditions for cultural group membership through 
special rights and protections because such membership bears directly 
on individuals' capacities for independence and potential to flourish. 
For Raz, it is in virtue of our cultural membership that we have access 
to opportunities, feel a sense of belonging, and enjoy dignity and self- 
worth - all necessary components of a valuable life.41 However, while 
many cultural groups will indeed provide these benefits for their mem- 
bers, some, we must assume, will not. But because Raz links the value 
of cultural identity and membership so closely to the liberal good of 
autonomy, he gives us no reason to value or protect cultures that do not 
actively support their members' independence. Indeed, Raz tries to set 
limits to his endorsement of pluralism so as to preclude state sponsor- 
ship for ways of life that may actually undermine personal autonomy: 
he cautions that the state need only support "worthwhile," autonomy- 
enhancing options, and suggests that we should accord respect to persons 
in view of their "reasonable choices."42 

While few would dispute Raz's claim that the state is not obliged to 
tolerate, much less support, all ways of life, his assertion that the state 
is only bound to tolerate and make available (through various forms of 
assistance) valuable, worthwhile options begs numerous questions, par- 
ticularly in the context of culturally plural societies. Who is to decide 
what is valuable? Why should options that enhance agents' autonomy 
receive preferential support from the state? And do illiberal cultures ever 
merit more than mere toleration? Raz's view also introduces important 
restrictions on the toleration and recognition of citizens' social and cultural 
differences. One possible implication of his theory is that cultural groups 
whose beliefs and practices do not foster or reinforce personal autonomy 
may not be deemed worthy of state support.43 Given that Raz attributes 
intrinsic value to (and seeks to preserve) cultural membership, his im- 
plicit requirement that groups foster a liberal ideal of a self-directed 
life makes little sense: as one commentator notes, if communities "be- 
come liberal, they may thereby have lost much of their distinctiveness."44 
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These difficulties aside, Raz's account of toleration and his defense 
of liberal multiculturalism surpasses the arguments of Locke, Rawls, 
and Mill in several respects. For Raz, toleration is only one aspect of 
the broader goal of affirming the importance of moral pluralism in gen- 
eral, and cultural identity and membership in particular. Raz understands 
that politically significant differences are socially constituted, and col- 
lective in form, and not strictly a matter of our individual moral, ethical, 
and normative views, preferences and beliefs. Like Mill, he offers some 
(instrumental) reasons for valuing and not merely accepting or tolerat- 
ing diversity - instrumental reasons which derive from the supposed 
relationship between individual autonomy, diversity, and cultural mem- 
bership. Raz's accounts of tolerance and multiculturalism transcends the 
minimal rights and protections that weak tolerance of the Lockean vari- 
ety affords. His argument also avoids the extreme reductionism of the 
Millian thesis on individual liberty and diversity (as well as Mill's pho- 
bia of collective forms of socialization, such as public education). 

Despite the evident advantages of Raz's argument, it is not as toler- 
ant or accommodating of social differences as it purports to be. His view 
is tainted by the same instrumental view of the value of diversity attrib- 
uted to Mill's defense of toleration: the idea that diversity is primarily 
useful insofar as it helps to secure worthwhile choices for agents, which 
they need in order to flourish. So while Raz's view is far beyond Mill's 
understanding of diversity as individuality (as expressed, for Mill, in 
the cultivation of individual thought and character), he fails to see that 
cultural identity and cultural membership might be important even in 
cases where they do not explicitly support members' autonomy.45 In sum, 
the narrowness of Raz's justification of toleration may indicate that "au- 
tonomy-based liberalism is far less open, plural and tolerant than its 
advocates would have us believe."46 

Raz's expanded Millian, autonomy-based argument for tolerance and 
cultural diversity may represent the best that a conception of strong tol- 
erance can offer us, namely, proposals for a wide range of state 
protections and forms of assistance for cultural minority groups. Why 
should this not be enough? If it is not, does this suggest that there are 
intrinsic limitations to the concept of toleration, or merely with its practical 
application? I believe that Mill's and Raz's arguments for toleration can- 
not fully meet cultural claims for recognition, and that even strong, or 
positive forms of tolerance cannot deliver the respect necessary to in- 
tercultural dialogue and cooperation. To understand why, it is useful to 
juxtapose toleration with a more substantive principle invoked frequently 
by cultural minority groups themselves, that of respect. 
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VI. Beyond Toleration: Intercultural Respect 

If we contrast the principle of toleration with that of respect - taking 
respect to refer not just to individuals, but also to groups - several dif- 
ferences come into relief. Before looking at these, I should say that the 
account of respect I have in mind is essentially Kant's: that is, the "rec- 
ognition of a dignity in other men, ... of a worth that has no price." The 
duty to respect others, in Kant's view, prohibits one from acting "con- 
trary to the equally necessary self-esteem of others" and obliges us "to 
acknowledge, in a practical way, the dignity of humanity in every other 
man."47 Because Kant's conception of respect highlights the importance 
of moral regard for agents' dignity and self-esteem, I suggest it has an 
affinity with contemporary claims for cultural respect and recognition. 
In contrast to toleration - which may, but does not necessarily, require 
concern for persons' dignity and self-esteem - the duties of respect de- 
mand that we treat others in ways that show regard for their dignity and 
humanity. Applied to the issue of cultural diversity, we might say that 
social and institutional regard for cultural groups' identities and ways 
of life is central to the self-respect of their members, as well as to the 
dignity and standing of groups themselves. 

This account of respect for persons is different from toleration in 
numerous ways. Practices of toleration may secure a kind of grudging 
respect, if any at all; but they cannot deliver substantive, "intercultural" 
respect, which requires concrete knowledge of, and very likely dialogue 
with, cultural communities. Lawrence Blum's account of the kind of re- 
spect crucial in a culturally plural society comes closest to capturing 
this notion: "the active sense of informed respect for cultures other than 
one's own."48 The Millian account of toleration, as we've seen, does not 
inquire into the content of the particular beliefs and practices being tol- 
erated. Likewise, Raz's account is less interested in the content of culture 
than in the way that certain features of cultural membership and identity 
furnish members with the capacities for autonomy, and with "worthwhile" 
options and choices. By contrast, respect for members of cultural com- 
munities - and for the standing of these groups - is best understood as 
the recognition that their identities, attachments, and ways of life are 
valuable and may give rise to legitimate social or political needs. 

On the view sketched here, the cultivation of inter-cultural respect 
requires concrete dialogue between cultural communities, the terms of 
which minority groups themselves must help to shape. This is because it 
is only through practical discussions that citizens can come to under- 
stand others' cultural differences as anything more than opposing or 
perhaps simply opaque viewpoints. Inter-cultural dialogue may occur 
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both through such formal structures as representative and consultative 
government bodies and informally, in civil society, through cultural as- 
sociations, media, commercial life, and more informal interaction. Such 
respect may not always be possible in public life, in which case legal 
and institutional forms of respect and tolerance will have to suffice; but 
it is premature and politically cynical to assume that opportunities for 
intercultural dialogue do not exist, or cannot be created or expanded. 

Another important difference between respect and tolerance is that 
whereas the former typically requires the faculty and practice of judg- 
ment, the latter need not. Indeed, tolerance may involve very little 
reflexivity. As Barbara Herman has recently argued, we need to distin- 
guish between mere toleration - which she suggests does not require 
much reflection and interaction with others - and practices of judgment, 
which do (or should) demand such engagement. Whereas toleration is a 
"laissez-faire virtue," judgment requires much more of agents in terms 
of dialogue and understanding. Herman's Kantian approach emphasizes 
the idea of a "community of moral judgment" and a "deliberative field" 
into which local values enter and are assessed. This deliberative model 
has important advantages: it demonstrates ways to develop practices of 
respect at the same time as providing a basis for public, critical assess- 
ments of cultural practices.49 Moreover, deliberative practices of 
judgment preclude simply invoking liberal values to settle conflicts of 
belief, as some comprehensive liberals propose. Deliberative judgment 
imposes minimal standards of openness and reflexivity;50 as such, it is 
potentially both more inclusive of social differences and offers a better 
model of fostering respect than either weak or strong toleration. 

We may want to press further and ask whether, and why, justice in 
liberal democratic states should require that we understand and engage 
with, much less respect, different cultural beliefs and practices and their 
proponents. The simplest answer to this is that liberal states today face 
a range of demands by cultural, ethnic and religious minorities that can- 
not be understood, much less settled, without attending to the content of 
those demands and the cultures they reflect. Practices of toleration do not 
normally require that we engage critically and respectfully with the nor- 
mative substance of different cultures, much less reflect on or revise 
our views about the Tightness or wrongness of those beliefs and prac- 
tices. This gives rise to two sorts of problems. First, in practice, the 
objects of toleration - whether beliefs, practices, or groups of persons - 
are too readily treated as a undifferentiated mass, so that religious sects 
are tolerated in the same breath as longstanding religious and ethnic 
minorities. And second, without attending to the content of cultures, we 
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cannot come to appreciate others' views and ways of life, nor accord 
them or their communities adequate respect and recognition. 

The importance of respecting persons as opposed to merely tolerat- 
ing them is nicely illustrated by Michael Sandel in his discussion of 
homosexual rights. Sandel suggests that a 1969 U.S. legal decision 
(Stanley v. Georgia) which granted "privacy" rights to homosexuals 
merely extended tolerance to homosexual practices, but made no attempt 
to understand or convey respect for the "minority goods" at issue. 

The problem with the neutral case for toleration is the opposite side 
of its appeal; it leaves wholly unchallenged the adverse views of 
homosexuality itself. But unless those views can be plausibly ad- 
dressed, even a Court ruling in their favor is unlikely to win for 
homosexuals more than a thin and fragile toleration. A fuller re- 
spect would require, if not admiration at least some appreciation of 
the lives homosexuals live.51 

From this account, we can see that the underlying views by which a 
practice comes to be labeled "wrong" or aberrant may be left wholly 
unchallenged by practices of toleration. As Sandel notes, "Stanley 
tolerates homosexuality at the price of demeaning it; it puts homosexual 
intimacy on par with obscenity - a base thing that should nonetheless be 
tolerated so long as it takes place in private."52 Surely a democratic 
theory of cultural pluralism should not replicate this dilemma. 

VII. Conclusion 

I have argued that the different accounts of toleration discussed here 
cannot supply strategies for meeting cultural minority groups' demands 
for recognition and respect in plural, liberal states. To meet many of 
these claims, democratic polities (and citizens generally) need to appre- 
ciate the content - and contexts - of different values, beliefs and 
practices, in part through reflective engagement and concrete dialogue 
with minority cultural communities. Toleration does not direct us to in- 
quire into the content of different beliefs or practices, though toleration 
may be a necessary requirement of, and pre-condition for, such inquir- 
ies. Nor does toleration require that we accord substantial respect to the 
persons or views that are its objects. Practices of toleration may further 
reflect and reinforce assumptions and social relations that are incom- 
patible with the aspirations and claims of cultural minority groups, in 
particular their quest for mutual respect and greater social and political 
inclusion. 
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Proponents of weak or negative toleration do not purport to secure a 
robust form of respect for persons, much less for persons partly in view 
of their cultural identities, attachments, and memberships. Defenders of 
strong toleration propose to deliver more in the way of positive protec- 
tions for citizens' differences; but Mill, as we've seen, offers an argument 
for tolerance that is fundamentally about protecting individual diversity 
and liberty. His is not a plea for respect for groups or collectives, nor 
for individuals whose sense of identity derives from membership in those 
groups. While Raz's expanded Millian argument includes some good 
proposals for cultural rights and the protection of group cultural mem- 
bership, the reasons he offers for these measures construe culture and 
autonomy in problematic ways, and can promise to include only those 
groups whose beliefs roughly conform to a restrictive, liberal moral view. 

To the extent that toleration can play a role in shaping policies for 
meeting cultural claims and mediating cultural conflicts, I suggest it 
will be a minimal one. Toleration is not a redundant principle (or vir- 
tue), but it offers too little. Perhaps tolerance is best viewed as a strategy 
individuals or government bodies may take up when there is no hope for 
more extensive exchanges and dialogue, or when avenues for more re- 
ciprocal engagement are closed. At any rate, the conceptions of liberal 
tolerance I have addressed here are limited in ways that recommend 
against the adoption of toleration as overall strategy for meeting the 
challenges posed by cultural diversity in democratic states. 

Williams College 
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